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ONE BRITISH SOLDIER TO FACE MURDER CHARGES
OVER 1972 “BLOODY SUNDAY”, REIGNITING
CONTROVERSY: SEE PAGE 21
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BALEARIC
GOVERNMENT FULL
OF PRAISE FOR THE
NAUTICAL SECTOR

TOURISM EXPERT
FORECASTS A
SLOWDOWN IN
ACTIVITY THIS YEAR

MPs support
delaying
Brexit until at
least 30 June
b MPs last night backed the
government’s motion to
seek to extend Article 50
and delay Brexit beyond 29
March by 412 votes to 202 - a
majority of 210.
b Corbyn called on PM to
‘accept’ her Brexit deal is ‘no
longer viable’: Pages 2 and 20

London.—Last night, MPs
voted in favour of the government’s motion to extend Article 50 and delay
Brexit beyond 29 March.
The government will now
seek permission from the
EU to delay Brexit beyond
this point.
The motion states that Article 50 will be extended
until 30 June, if MPs approve the prime minister’s
deal by 20 March.
If an agreement on a deal
is not reached by the 20

March, the government
will seek a more substantial
extension, but the EU
would have to agree to this
and set the terms.
The length of the delay
will be decided by the middle of next week, before the
European Council summit.
If May’s deal does not get
through parliament by
then, May has promised
MPs a series of indicative
votes which will give them
to chance to say what they
would like to do instead.

Spanish
artist
Sorolla gets
royal
treatment
in London

● The first major exhibition in more than a century
of Spanish impressionist
painter Joaquín Sorolla
opened in London on
Wednesday night attended
by Queen Letizia of Spain
and Prince Charles.
The “Sorolla: Spanish Master of Light” exhibition at
the National Gallery, of
which Prince Charles is a
patron, features 60 works
ranging from portraits to
landscapes and including
Spanish beach scenes for
which Sorolla is renowned.
The paintings include
pieces on loan from public
and private collections in
the United States and
Europe.
Sorolla, who died in 1923,
held his last exhibition in
London in 1908.

